Biomedical Named Entity Recognition (BNER), which extracts important entities such as genes and proteins, is a crucial step of natural language processing in the biomedical domain. Various machine learning-based approaches have been applied to BNER tasks and showed good performance. In this paper, we systematically investigated three different types of word representation (WR) features for BNER, including clustering-based representation, distributional representation, and word embeddings. We selected one algorithm from each of the three types of WR features and applied them to the JNLPBA and BioCreAtIvE II BNER tasks. Our results showed that all the three WR algorithms were beneficial to machine learning-based BNER systems. Moreover, combining these different types of WR features further improved BNER performance, indicating that they are complementary to each other. By combining all the three types of WR features, the improvements in -measure on the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora were 3.75% and 1.39%, respectively, when compared with the systems using baseline features. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically evaluate the effect of three different types of WR features for BNER tasks.
Introduction
Biomedical Named Entity Recognition (BNER), which extracts important biomedical concepts such as genes and proteins, is a crucial step of natural language processing (NLP) in the biomedical domain. Because of the complexity of biomedical nomenclature, BNER has been a challenging task. First, the same biomedical named entities can be expressed in various forms. For example, gene names often contain alphabets, digits, hyphens, and other characters, thus having many variants (e.g., "HIV-1 enhancer" versus "HIV 1 enhancer"). Moreover, many abbreviations (e.g., "IL2" for "Interleukin 2") have been used for biomedical named entities. Sometimes, the same entity can have very different aliases (e.g., "PTEN" and "MMAC1" refer to the same gene) [1] . Another challenge of BNER is the ambiguity problem. The same word or phrase can refer to more than one type of entities or does not refer to an entity depending on context (e.g., "TNF alpha" can refer to a protein or DNA). All these phenomena make the named entity recognition (NER) task in the biomedical domain more difficult than that in open domains such as newswire.
Considerable efforts have been devoted to BNER research, including some shared-task challenges, such as JNLPBA (Joint Workshop on Natural Language Processing in Biomedicine and its Applications) in 2004 [2] and BioCreAtIvE (Critical Assessment for Information Extraction in Biology Challenge) II GM (gene mention) in 2007 [3] . Different methods have been developed for BNER, mainly falling into three categories: (1) dictionary-based methods [4] ; (2) rule-based methods [5, 6] ; and (3) machine learningbased approaches [7] . Among them, machine learning-based methods have demonstrated their advantage and showed better performance than the other two categories of methods when a large annotated corpus is available. For example, all the systems in the JNLPBA challenge used one or more machine learning algorithms and greatly outperformed the dictionary-based baseline system [2] .
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Various machine learning algorithms have been used in BNER, including hidden Markov models (HMM) [8, 9] , maximum entropy Markov models (MEMM) [10, 11] , conditional random fields (CRF) [12, 13] , and support vector machines (SVM) [14, 15] . Among them, CRF have been recognized as a reliable, high-performance algorithm for different BNER-shared tasks [12, 16, 17] . Another important aspect for machine learning-based BNER approaches is features used for building the classification models. Current BNER systems often use different types of linguistic features including morphological, syntactic, semantic information of words, and domain-specific features from biomedical terminologies such as BioThesaurus [18] and UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) [19] . More recently, there is an interest in using new features from unlabeled corpora to improve machine learning-based NER systems. One of the most representative techniques is word representation (WR) [20] , which uses unsupervised learning algorithms to generate word-level back-off features from an unlabeled corpus. Those WR features could contain latent syntactic/semantic information of a word. Currently, only very few studies have applied WR features to BNER tasks. For example, Kuksa and Qi investigated the effect of distributed WR features for BNER and their evaluation using BioCreativeII GM corpus showed a significant improvement when adding these features [21] .
A large number of techniques have been proposed to extract WR features, such as hyperspace analogue to language (HAL) [22] , LSA (latent semantic analysis) [23] , latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [24] , random indexing (RI) [25] , canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [26] , Brown clustering [27] , and neural language models [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . According to a review by Turian et al. [20] , WR features can be divided into three categories: (1) clustering-based methods such as Brown clustering [27] ; (2) distributional representations, such as LSA [23] , LDA [24] , and random indexing [25] ; and (3) word embeddings (also called distributed representations), such as neural language models [28] . Recently, WR techniques have been widely used to improve various machine learning-based NLP tasks, such as part-of-speech (POS), chunking, and NER in newswire domain [20] , and entity recognition in clinical text [33] [34] [35] . Word embeddings have also been applied to the biomedical domain and showed improvement on entity recognition in biomedical literature [21] . Nevertheless, the contribution of different types of WR features to BNER has not been extensively investigated yet.
The goal of this study is to systematically evaluate three types of WR features, as well as their combinations, on BNER tasks. We selected one algorithm from each of the three types of WR features and applied them to the JNLPBA and BioCreAtIvE II BNER tasks. Our results showed that all the three WR algorithms were beneficial to machine learningbased BNER systems. Moreover, these different WR features were also complementary to each other. By combining all the three types of WR features, the improvements in F-measure on the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora were 3.75% and 1.39%, respectively, when compared with the systems using baseline features. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically evaluate the effect of three different types of WR features for BNER tasks.
Materials and Methods

Data Sets.
Our experiments were conducted on the BioCreAtIvE II GM corpus and JNLPBA corpus. The BioCreAtIvE II GM corpus consists of 20,000 sentences (15,000 sentences for training and 5,000 sentences for test) from MEDLINE citations, where gene/protein names were manually annotated. The JNLPBA corpus consists of 22,402 sentences from MEDLINE (18,546 sentences for training and 3,856 for test), where five categories of entities (protein, DNA, RNA, cell line, and cell type) were manually annotated. Table  1 shows the counts of different types of entities in two corpora. Sentences are pretokenized in the JNLPBA but not in the BioCreAtIvE II GM corpus. In our experiments, we used GENIA tagger (http://www.nactem.ac.uk/GENIA/tagger/) to perform tokenization for the BioCreAtIvE II GM corpus.
Machine Learning Algorithm.
Given the tokenized text, the NER task can be modeled as a sequence labeling problem by assigning each token to a label to determinate the boundaries of named entities, such as B = beginning of an entity, I = inside an entity, and O = outside of an entity (see examples in Table 2 ). In this study, we used conditional random fields (CRF), a probabilistic undirected graphical model, for two BNER tasks. CRF have been widely used in NER tasks in various domains including biomedicine and have shown the state-of-the-art performance. For example, almost all topranked teams in BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA challenges utilized CRF [2, 3] .
Features.
In this study, we included four types of features: one set of basic features such as bag-of-word and part-ofspeech (POS) and three types of WR features. Although any unlabeled MEDLINE corpus can be used to generate WR features, in this study, we treated the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora as unlabeled collections to generate WR features. Details of each type of features are described as follows.
Basic Features.
Basic features include stemmed words in a context window of [−2, 2], including unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams. Porter stemming algorithm was used to extract the stem of each normalized word. In addition, we also added part-of-speech (POS) tags of words in the same window as features. POS tagging was done by GENIA tagger (http://www.nactem.ac.uk/GENIA/tagger/).
Clustering-Based WR.
The clustering-based WR induces clusters over words in an unlabeled corpus and represents a word by cluster(s) it belongs to. The idea is that words that are semantically/syntactically similar tend to be in the same or close clusters. Similar to [34] , we adopted the Brown clustering algorithm [27] (https://github.com/percyliang/ brown-cluster/), a hierarchical clustering algorithm. We ran the Brown clustering algorithm and generated hierarchical clusters of all the words in each corpus, represented by a binary tree, whose leaf nodes are all the words. Figure 1 shows a fragment of a hierarchical cluster containing 7 words from the JNLPBA corpus. The numbers in the squares (e.g., 00) represent the subpaths starting from the root of the cluster encoded with a binary sequence, and words that share more similar subpaths are semantically closer. In our experiments, all subpaths from the root to a word (i.e., a leaf node) were used as its features. For example, the following features were extracted for the word "for" (001010): {"0, " "00, " "001, " "0010, " "00101, " and "001010"}. The number of clusters for running Brown clustering algorithm was selected from the set of {50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000}. The optimized cluster numbers were 500 and 200 on the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora, respectively.
Distributional WR.
The distributional WR is a word cooccurrence-based approach to latent semantics, which uses statistical approximations to reduce a word cooccurrence matrix of high dimensionality to a latent semantic matrix of low dimensionality. Then, a semantic thesaurus can be constructed from the semantic matrix by computing similarities of each word pair or clusters by clustering algorithms. Finally, a word can be represented by other words in the semantic thesaurus or cluster(s) it belongs to. In this study, we reduced dimension of cooccurrence matrix using random indexing [25] and then built a semantic thesaurus using cosine function for semantic similarity computing. Finally, a word was represented by its nearest semantic words (with similarity) in the semantic thesaurus. Table 3 shows a fragment of the semantic thesaurus of 3 words in the JNLPBA corpus. The word in the first row of each column (e.g., "zymosan-tr") is a word in the corpus, and other words in the same column (e.g., "interferon-tr") are words in the semantic thesaurus, sorted by semantic similarity score (e.g., "0.276595744681").
In our experiments, each word was represented bynearest semantic words, where was selected from the set of {5, 10, 20, and 50}. The optimized s were 10 and 50 on the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora, respectively. For example, the following features were extracted for the word "zymosan-tr": {"interferon-tr": 0.276595744681, "jak-1-defici": 0.243902439024, "p388": 0.236842105263, "aldinduc": 0.228571428571, and "alpha-prolif ": 0.22}.
Word Embeddings. Word embeddings (also called distributed word representations) induce a real valued latent
syntactic/semantic vector for each word from large unlabeled corpus by continuous space language models. A word can be directly represented by its vector and similar words are likely to have similar vectors. In our experiments, we adopted the method in [32] (https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/), a neural network language model to generate word embeddings (shown in Table 4 ). The dimension of each word vector was selected from the set of {50, 100, 200, and 300}. The optimized dimensions of each word vector were 50 and 100 on the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora, respectively.
Experiments and Evaluation.
In this study, we started with a baseline system that adopted basic features such as bag-of-word and POS mentioned in the previous section. Then, we evaluated the effect of three types of WR features: clustering-based, distributional word representations, and word embeddings, by adding each of them individually to the baseline system. Furthermore, we evaluated different combinations of three types of WR features. All WR features were derived from the entire unlabeled corpora of BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA. We used CRFsuite (http://www.chokkan.org/software/ crfsuite/) as an implementation of CRF and optimized its parameters on the training set of each corpus by 10-fold crossvalidation. The optimum number for each type of WR features was also determined during 10-fold crossvalidation. The performance of different approaches was evaluated using the test set of each corpus and reported as standard precision, recall and -measure, calculated using the official evaluation tool provided by the organizers of the two challenges [2, 3] . Table 5 shows the performance of CRF-based BNER approaches on the test sets of BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora, when three different types of WR features were added individually or in combination. As shown in the table, each individual type of WR features improved the performance of BNER systems. When the clustering-based, distributional, and word embedding WR features were individually added to the basic features, the -measures were improved by 2.1%, 2.86%, and 1.53% on the BioCreAtIvE II GM corpus and by 1.2%, 0.55%, and 0.49% on the JNLPBA corpus, respectively. Different types of WR features seemed to be complementary to each other. BNER systems with any two types of WR features outperformed these with a single type of WR features. For example, when both clusteringbased and distributional WR features were used, themeasures were improved by 3.38% on the BioCreAtIvE II GM corpus (versus improvements of 2.1% and 2.86% when either clustering-based or distributional WR features were added to the baseline) and 1.38% on the JNLPBA corpus (versus improvements of 1.2% and 0.55% when either clusteringbased or distributional WR features were individually added to the baseline). When all three types of WR features were used, the BNER systems achieved the best performance on both the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora, with the highest -measures of 80.96% and 71.39% (improvements of 3.75% and 1.39% compared to the baseline), respectively.
Results
Discussion
In this paper, we investigated the effect of three types of WR features, including clustering-based representation, distributional representation, and word embeddings, on machine learning-based BNER systems. Evaluation on both the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora showed that each type of WR features was beneficial to the CRF-based BNER systems, with an -measure improvement ranging from 0.49% to 2.86%. Moreover, our results also demonstrated that combining different types of WR features further improved BNER performance, indicating that these different types of WR features were complementary to each other. All these findings provide valuable insight into efficient use of WR features in BNER tasks.
Another interesting finding is that the improvements by different WR features varied among different corpora. For example, the distributional WR features achieved the highest improvement on the BioCreAtIvE II GM corpus (i.e., 2.86% in -measure), while it was the clustering-based features that achieved the highest improvement on the JNLPBA corpus (i.e., 1.2% in -measure). We also noticed that the performance gain by WR features was mainly from higher recalls, because unsupervised word representation features could help detect more entities that do not appear in the training data set. For example, the "Baseline+WR1+WR2+WR3" system detected additional 476 entities (288 entities were correct) on the JNLPBA corpus, when compared with the "Baseline" system.
To compare our system with other state-of-the-art BNER systems, we further included additional features to our best systems, including word shape, prefixes, suffixes, orthographic features, and morphological features, all of which were widely used in previously developed BNER systems [9] . The best -measures with all the features were 85.83% and 72.74% on the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora, respectively. As expected, WR features were still helpful, though the improvements by WR features were much less (0.2% and 0.3% -measures, resp.) when all other features were used. Anyway, these results are competitive; for example, the -measure on the JNLPBA corpus (72.74%) was higher than the best system in the JNLPBA 2004 challenge. However, our system's performance on BioCreAtIvE II GM was still not as good as others such as [3, 18, 36, 37] . The main reason is that those systems used extensive domain knowledge, ensemble approaches, or postprocessing modules. We believe that adding WR features to these existing systems would further improve their performance.
This study has limitations. For each type of WR features, only one algorithm was implemented and evaluated. It is worth investigating other algorithms in each type of WR features, which is one of our future works. In addition, we treated the annotated corpora as unlabeled data sets to generate WR features. In reality, we could generate WR features from a much larger unlabeled corpus such as MEDLINE, which may achieve even higher performance.
Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the use of three different types of WR features in biomedical entity recognition. Our evaluation on the BioCreAtIvE II GM and JNLPBA corpora showed that not only individual types of WR features were beneficial to BNER tasks but also different types of WR features could be combined and further improve the performance of BNER systems.
